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A B S T R A C T

The process of aggregation of two colloidal quantum dots in the field of quasiresonant laser radiation is in-
vestigated via computer simulation. The cases of either completely deterministic movement of particles or the
movement with the account for random forces are considered. The conditions of pair formation are determined
in dependence on initial interparticle distance, on laser wavelength, and on their initial orientation with respect
to polarization plane of laser radiation. It is shown that despite velocity of thermal motion dominates over the
velocity of directional diffusion of quantum dots, the account for random forces weakly influences on the
probability of pair formation, the latter being close to results obtained in the deterministic case. The reason for
this weak influence of Brownian movement is the resonant increase of electrodynamics attraction force during
certain time interval within the laser pulse.

1. Introduction

Action of optical radiation onto nanoparticles leads to appearance of
induced dynamic polarization on them that result in several effects. If
we consider nanoparticles within tightly focused laser beam with its
strong gradient of electric field strength, the interaction of induced
polarization with external field leads to optical trapping when particles
tend to the point when the field reaches maximum, and the interaction
energy reaches minimum [1–5]. Optical trapping is feasible for ob-
taining aggregates of metal particles, for surface-enhanced Raman
scattering molecular spectroscopy, for sorting of particles etc [5]. Dif-
ferent approaches are suggested for enhancement of quality of optical
trapping. Thus, in [6] ultrasmooth gold nanoparticles were synthesized
and two-fold and ten-fold reduction in standard deviation for trap
stiffness measurements was observed in liquid and air, respectively.
Analytical calculation [7] shows that trapping strength and trapping
efficiency for hollow metal nanoparticles are much better than for solid
ones. Another approach is based on the creation of larger gradient of
external field e.g. by using planar silicon metalenses as the focusing
element [8]. The conditions for optical trapping can be implemented by
the interfering beams [9] or highly focused radially polarized beams
[10].

Another case of interaction between the external field and nano-
particles is the optical binding that generally arises from the interaction

between ac polarizations induced on the nanoparticles by external ra-
diation field [11]. Large attention is attracted by the case of optical
binding of metal nanoparticles possessing plasmon resonance that can
be used for amplification of the interaction induced by external optical
field [12–14] and for formation of structures with dimensions much
smaller than the wavelength of external field. The authors of [15] have
shown that the presence of metal surface in the vicinity of interacting
pair of particles additionally allows to enhance optical binding. The
minimum of energy of induced dipole-dipole interaction is not much
more than the energy of thermal movement at the radiation parameters
close to the radiation stiffness threshold of metal nanoparticles. Optical
binding can be used for the formation of nanostructures not only from
metal particles but from semiconducting ones, e.g., optical binding of
silicon nanowires in counter-propagating beams was demonstrated
[16]; mechanical forces acting onto semiconductor particles under the
illumination by light are investigated in [17]. Colloidal quantum dots
(QDs) possessing narrow-bandwidth excitonic transitions can form
structures with pre-defined geometry with the help of optical binding,
as well. Calculations [18] have shown that the energy of induced di-
pole-dipole interaction between QDs exceeds that of interaction be-
tween metal nanoparticles by several orders of magnitude. The energy
of interparticle interaction in the field of laser radiation depends on its
frequency, on resonant frequencies of particles and on the orientation of
the group of particles with respect to the polarization plane or
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radiation, that can be the base of selective formation of various na-
nostructures with pre-defined shape and content.

Large excess of potential well depth in case of QDs invokes that
optical binding may not only form structures that are stable during the
period of action of external field but to overcome the potential barrier
surrounding individual particles and to form structures that will be
stable after radiation is switched off.

The results of experimental formation of stable pairs of colloidal
QDs of CdTe after the exposure by quasi-resonant laser radiation [19]
demonstrate correctness of the above assumptions and stimulate the
formulation of several tasks for a computer simulation that are im-
portant for understanding the essence of the processes of structures
assembly. In the particular, in experiment [19] a colloidal solution was
used with the random distribution of distances between QDs and with
random orientation of interacting pairs with respect to the laser ra-
diation polarization plane. Factors affecting the dynamics of colloidal
QDs and their subsequent aggregation are electrostatic repulsion force
that prevents from spontaneous aggregation, van der Waals force en-
suring long-term stability of structure obtained, viscous friction force,
stochastic hydrodynamical force, and electrodynamical interaction
forces between induced dipoles

In the present study, on the base of computer simulation, the ana-
lysis of effect of Brownian movement of the particles in comparison
with deterministic movement is done. In both cases the influence of
QDs concentration and laser wavelength on the aggregation of particles
is investigated.

2. Nanostructures formation model

For the description of the dynamics of self-organization of particles
in the field of laser radiation we use the elements of the physical model
proposed in [20]. Let us consider the ensemble of N particles with the
mass mj, radius Rj and resonant frequency ωj

0, =j N1, ..., , in the field of
laser radiation. For every j-th particle and for every time moment t we
define following quantities:

→ =r r r r( , , )j j
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Let us assume that the ensemble dimensions are much smaller than

the wavelength of external radiation that will allow external light field
⎯→⎯
E to be considered homogeneous in all points of ensemble, so that
retardation effect could be neglected [14]. Then electric field vector of
the light wave can be presented in the form of harmonic function os-
cillating only in time with the frequency ω,
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Local field in the vicinity of j-th particle contains contributions from
external field and from all other particles that is accounted for by
summing the fields of all dipoles induced on them. Thus, dipole mo-
ment vector induced on j-th particle equals to
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where χ j0 is the linear polarizability of isolated j-th particle,
⎯→⎯
Ek is the

field produced by k-th particle of ensemble in the point where j-th
particle is positioned:
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stant.
According to [13] and using Eq. (2) we obtain the expression de-

scribing the energy of j-th dipole:
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Dipolar polarizability of the particles will be described in the frame
of two-level model. In this simplest case of the nanoparticle with a
single resonance at the frequency ω ,r characterized by electric dipole
moment of the transition d| |12

2 and by relaxation rate (homogeneous
width) Γ dipole polarizability of particle in the vicinity of ωr can be
described as follows:

=
+

χ d
Ω iΓ
| |

ℏ( )
12
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(4)

where = −Ω ω ωr is the detuning from resonance and ℏ is Planck
constant.

Calculating the overall energy of pair interaction, one must take into
account the van der Waals energy and the energy of electrostatic re-
pulsion, the expressions for those being given in [21,22]. Parameters of
the medium and of the field are assumed to be chosen so that electro-
static repulsion force exceeds van der Waals force while action of laser
radiation would lead to the formation of exclusively resonant struc-
tures.

Translational movement of j-th particle (j = 1, 2) we describe by
Langevin equation system
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where →νj is the velocity of j-th particle,
⎯→⎯

= −F grad W( )j
d

j
d is the elec-

trodynamical force,
⎯→⎯

= −F grad W( )j
v

j
v is van der Waals force,
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e
j
e is the electrostatic repulsion force;
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−F j

f
is the vis-

cous friction force,
⎯→⎯

−F j
c

is stochastic hydrodynamical force.
Viscous friction force, being main factor of kinetic energy dissipa-

tion, for spherical particles with the radius Rj is determined by Stokes
formula

⎯→⎯
= →F πηR v6j

f
j j (6)

where η is dynamic viscosity of the medium.
Interaction of particles with the environment having fluctuating

density leads to random change of their movement trajectory that must
compensate for the action of friction force and preserve the mobility of
dispersed phase. For modeling of Brownian motion we assume that
random force

⎯→⎯
F j

c
is governed by Gauss distribution as suggested in the

work [21]. Before every integration step the values of projections of
random force

⎯→⎯
=F k x y z( ) ( , , )i

c
k onto the coordinate axes are chosen

from Gaussian distribution with zero mean value and the deviation
equal to

=δ
πηR k T

Δt
12 j b2

(7)

here −kb is the Boltzmann constant, −T is the temperature of the
medium.

Consider the case of interaction of a pair of identical QDs in
homogeneous ac external field
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E . Calculation of van der Waals force
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F j

v
and of electrostatic force is rather easy and is omitted here [21].
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induced dipole moments onto particles 1 and 2, correspondingly. For
analysis of components of electrodynamical force we introduce the
coordinate system in which the particles are positioned in XY plane, the
field

⎯→⎯
E is directed along X axis (Fig. 1) and the angle θ is the angle of

deviation that determines the mutual position of the particles with re-
spect to the field vector.
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above from Eqs. (1), (2) and (4) the expressions for components of
induced dipole moment vector can be obtained:
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Here =ω d r| | /ℏs
2 3 is the shift of resonance stipulated by dipole-dipole

interparticle interaction. If radius vector connecting particles’ centers→r
(Fig. 1) is collinear to electric field vector of external light wave

⎯→⎯
E

( =θsin( ) 0), the resonant frequency is shifted to the red part of spec-
trum by the value ω2 s. In case of orthogonal orientation of →r vector
with respect to

⎯→⎯
E ( =θcos( ) 0) resonant frequency experiences shift to

the blue part of spectrum by ωs.
From the expression for dipole moments Eq. (9) the conclusions of

directions of components of electrodynamical force Eq. (8) can be done.
Consider the components of this force acting from the second particle
onto the first one (the same components acting onto the second particle

are directed oppositely). Components of
⎯→⎯
F

d
III и
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F

d
IV are central ones and

always directed along radius vector →r . Herein
⎯→⎯
F

d
III corresponds to at-

traction between particles (i. e., directed from second particle to the

first one),
⎯→⎯
F

d
IV corresponds to repulsion (directed from first particle to

second one). Analysis shows that forces
⎯→⎯
F

d
I,II are non-central ones and

always lie in XY plane (Fig. 1), their direction and magnitude being
determined by distance→r , deviation angle θ and ratios of parameters Γ ,
d| |12

2, ⇀r and Ω, and it follows from the properties of triple vector
product that they always have a projection on the direction of particles’
attraction.

Modeling of laser-stimulated aggregation of pair of particles into a
stable structure with the help of Brownian dynamics with the account of

all forces acting onto the particles allows estimating parameters of
medium and field necessary for the experiment. Analysis of expressions
for electrodynamical forces does not allow even qualitative description
of system behavior since distance, angle θ0 and ωs are continuously
changing in the motion process. In the general case the integration of
system Eq. (5) can be done only numerically.

3. Computer simulation

Account for random force allows describing Brownian motion of
particles, however, does not allow analyzing the character of the di-
rected laser-induced motion of particles. We conducted computer si-
mulations both without account and with account for the random force
that allows analysis of influence of Brownian motion on the process of
self-assembly.

In the first case (
⎯→⎯

=F 0j
c

) two QDs were placed at certain distance
(r0) from each other in the XY plane on the axis oriented at certain
deviation angle θ0. Hamaker constant value was calculated using for-
mula from [22] to be = ⋅ −A erg4 10 .12 According to estimates [23],
starting parameters were chosen as follows: electric field strength
vector of laser radiation is directed along X axis, the electric field
strength magnitude E = 3500 ESU. Radius of QDs 1.5 nm, density of
QDs 5.81 g/cm2, medium viscosity =η 0.8902cP, temperature T =300
K, absorption line width Δλ = 15 nm, resonant wavelength QDs

=λ 525rez nm, irradiation time corresponding to laser pulse duration 10
ns.

Earlier calculations and experiments have shown that structure
formation probability depends on the external radiation wavelength,
being the parameter of importance. Therefore, in present simulations
the dependence of aggregation probability of pair of particles averaged
on the angle θ0 was investigated on the external radiation wavelength.
Step-to-step method was used to determine the force of interaction of
the particles with account for friction, van der Waals force, electrostatic
repulsion and mutual influence of dipole moments, and the velocity and
displacement during given pulse duration (10 ns) were calculated.
Simulation was performed with a time step much larger than the os-
cillation period, so all oscillating values were averaged in time. Angle θ0
was varied from 0° to 90° with a step 1°. Laser wavelength was varied
from 450 to 950 nm with a sep 5 nm. Simulations were done for three
initial distances =r 100 nm, =r 160 nm, =r 200 nm. The parameters of
the medium and of the particles chosen above correspond to the ex-
perimental ones used in [19] and do not require variation. Fig. 2(a)
presents the dependence of angle θ0 averaged probability of aggregation
of pair of particles on the laser wavelength P λ* ( ) for different initial
distances r0. This probability can take values either 0 or 1, in depen-
dence on the combination of initial distance and angle. Value P λ* ( ) =0

Fig. 1. Diagram of directions of components of electrodynamic force acting on particle 2 depending on the relative position with point 1. (a) - the particles are located

on the line along the field vector
⎯→⎯
E . (b) - the particles are located on the line across the field vector

⎯→⎯
E . (c) – the general case.
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corresponds to the combination of parameters at which aggregation
does not happen, and oppositely, P λ* ( ) = 1 corresponds to the ag-
gregation. After averaging over all initial angles probability can take
any intermediate value between 0 and 1. Maximum aggregation prob-
ability (indicated by points in the graph) is attained at the
wavelengths = =λ r nm nm( 16 ) 640mp 0 , = =λ r nm nm( 20 ) 580mp 0 . For

=r 100 nm λmp was not determined ( = >λ r nm nm( 10 ) 950mp 0 ). Fig. 2
(b) presents spectral dependence of mean aggregation time t λ* ( )av .
Minimum aggregation time (indicated by points in the graph) is at-
tained at wavelengths = =λ r nm nm( 10 ) 660mt 0 , λmt

= =r nm nm( 16 ) 5600 , = =λ r nm nm( 20 ) 540mt 0 .
As one can see from Fig. 2(a) for distances r0 equal to 20 and 16 nm

the dependence of aggregation probability on the external field wave-
length is observed. Decrease of initial distance r0 leads to the increase of
probability and broadening of the spectral range of possible aggrega-
tion, and maximum of aggregation probability becomes shifted to the
red part of spectrum. Really, in accordance with Eq. (9), decrease of r0

leads to increase of both offset frequency ωs and attraction force.
⎯→⎯
F

d
III

for a pair of those particles for which the radius vector connecting their
centers is oriented along X axis. Decrease of aggregation time (Fig. 3(b))
is due to the same cause. Herein, other components of electrodynamical
force (repulsion and non-central forces) that depend on angles θ0 ex-
perience increase, too. In this regard, it is obvious that probability of
aggregation must depend on the initial angle θ0.

To prove this assumption let us consider the trajectories of de-
terministic movement of particles for 5 different situations in depen-
dence of initial angle θ0: I. =r 160 nm, =λ 640 nm; II. =r 200 nm,

=λ 580 nm; III. =r 100 nm, =λ 525 nm; IV. =r 160 nm, =λ 525 nm; V.
=r 200 nm, =λ 525 nm. First two cases correspond to maximum ag-

gregation probability for chosen distances. Three other cases describe
irradiation of particles at the resonant wavelength of isolated particle
for every chosen initial distance.

Fig. 3 presents some trajectories obtained for 5 different cases spe-
cified above. In cases I and II trajectories corresponding to initial angles

<θ θ0 lim (threshold angle θlim is marked by dashed line in the graphs)
lead to collision and aggregation of particles. Trajectories corre-
sponding to angles >θ θ0 lim do not lead to particles aggregation.
Therefore, in the deterministic case the possibility of particles collision
depends on the initial deviation angle, and all particles that do not
satisfy threshold condition do not aggregate. Consequently, to increase
the aggregation probability the irradiation wavelength must be chosen
to be close to the resonance of interacting particles system but not to the
resonance of isolated particle.

Fig. 4 depicts temporal dependences of particles’ velocities nor-
malized by root mean square (rms) thermal velocity

( 〈 〉 = ≈v k T m3 / 1181cm/sT
2

b ) for all three wavelengths under con-
sideration.

For chosen parameters of the medium and the field, in all cases the
velocity of directional diffusion is much smaller than thermal move-
ment velocity except for some time intervals in cases I and II. Latter is
connected with the fact that directional motion leads to decrease of
interparticle distance and consequently, to change of ω t( )s . At certain
time period laser wavelength falls into the resonance with ω t( )s re-
sulting in the resonant increase of attraction force (Eqs. (8) and (9)).
Further consequence is the increase of velocity followed by its decrease
associated with overcoming a potential barrier. Subsequent velocity
increase until the collision is due to upraise of van der Waals force.

Therefore, deterministic case is extremely useful for clarifying the
details of electrodynamic interaction, but one must expect that it will be
rather impractical for prognosis of real aggregation probabilities. In
reality the influence of stochastic factor on the trajectories of particle
motion must be important. However, results of calculations with the
account for stochastic force that will be presented below demonstrate
that it is not exactly right.

Let us determine the conditions of pair formation and aggregation
probability with the account for Brownian motion for cases mentioned
above. Account for random force

⎯→⎯
F j

c
leads to the necessity to use 3D

model [23] since Brownian motion can withdraw particles off the XY
plane. Brownian motion is probabilistic, and modeling was conducted
via averaging over 100 implementations for every case of starting po-
sitions. Fig. 5 depicts the dependence of aggregation probability on
initial angle for all 5 cases.

Fig. 5 shows that account for Brownian motion results in nonzero
probability of collision of particles with initial angle above θlim and in
decrease of probability for smaller angles. On the whole, introduction of
Brownian motion decreases integral probability approximately by 2%
for cases I and II and by less than 1% for cases III, IV, V.

The employment of realistic parameters of medium and the field, as
well as good qualitative agreement between earlier calculations [24]
and the experiment on the formation of pairs of colloidal quantum dots
in the field of laser radiation [25] evidence the possibility of im-
plementation of similar self-assembly of complex structure in the real
experiment. This experiment can be done with the help of optical
parametric oscillator at pulse duration of order 10 ns and the tuning
range in the visible depending on the size of individual nanoparticles.

4. Conclusion

The self-organized pair formation from isolated colloidal quantum
dots in the field of quasiresonant laser radiation is studied via computer

Fig. 2. (a) Dependences of probability of sticking of a pair of particles P λ* ( ) on the laser radiation wavelength. (b) Dependence of average sticking time of pair of
particles t λ* ( )av on the laser radiation wavelength.
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simulation. The model is based on account for van der Waals forces,
electrostatic repulsion forces, viscosity friction, stochastic hydro-
dynamical force and electrodynamical force. The influence of initial
distances between a pair of nanoparticles r0, of their initial orientation
angle θ0 with respect to laser radiation polarization plane, and of the
external field wavelength on the aggregation probability is

investigated. It was shown that under certain parameters of the medium
(viscosity and temperature) and of the field (intensity and pulse dura-
tion) aggregation probability is 100 % under the condition <θ θ0 lim
when only deterministic forces are taken into account. θlim grows with
the decrease of r0, and the spectral range of laser wavelengths for which
the aggregation is possible broadens. Account for Brownian motion of

Fig. 3. Trajectories of particles (solid lines) for five different cases specified in the text. Points of particles’ collisions are marked by asterisks. Dashed circle depicts the
initial interparticle distance.

Fig. 4. Dependence of modulus of quantum dots velocity normalized by rms thermal velocity on the duration of action of laser radiation, for several initial anglesθ0.
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particles does not change the nature of the dependence of aggregation
probability on r0, however, its magnitude decreases in the range

<θ θ0 lim and becomes nonzero in the range ≥θ θ0 lim .
Character of deterministic trajectories of motion within <θ θ0 lim

range is determined mainly by central forces and is close to linear one.
Velocity of particles’ movement increases when the resonant frequency
of the system of two quantum dots falls into the resonance with laser
wavelength, and upon decrease of interparticle distance. For ≥θ θ0 lim
the character of the particles’ movement is determined by central forces
with the increasing influence of non-central ones. Velocities of particles’
movement are generally smaller than thermal velocity and exceed it
only within certain time periods for <θ θ0 lim . Therefore, particles’
trajectories are correctly described only with the account for Brownian
motion.

Oppositely, calculations of aggregation probability with account for
Brownian motion and for deterministic case give very similar results.
Therefore, for investigation of the influence of parameters of the
medium and the field on aggregation probability, deterministic com-
puter modeling can be used.
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